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1. Innovation Strategy

We establish a solid foundation by confirming our approach and goals, aligning expectations with business
value and drivers, and defining the metrics for success.

2. Ideation

Brainstorming app ideas thorough process visualization, storytelling and role-play brings to light innovations
beyond simple extensions of existing desktop applications.

Exploring use-cases that support key drivers and leverage mobile capabilities helps us create truly unique
user experiences.

3. Concept Generation

Our best collaborative ideas are further refined through visual mockups and storyboards.

4. Convergence

We prioritize scenarios and app concepts based on projected ROI and technology constraints to separate
real business and customer value from minutia.

5. Roadmap and Planning

You take away a realistic and tactical roadmap and timeline that provides business and IT with an action
plan to make possible the realization of your mobile app strategy.
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NOT ONE SIZE FITS ALL!
We prioritize scenarios and app concepts based on projected ROI and

technology constraints to separate real business and customer value from minutia.

What You’ll Get
Each kickstart session concludes with a final
presentation that packages up

Innovation Heat Map
Large companies often feel overwhelmed
by the sheer number of mobile app

possibilities and have trouble just knowing
where to start. An Innovation Heat Map,

coupled with our ideation sessions, helps
youbuild a realistic, actionable plan by

organizing and prioritizing each idea to

best determine which toe to dip-in first.

Prioritized Mobile Scenarios
Through facilitated sessions across
a wide range of business teams,

Anexinet captures all mobile app ideas in a

Scenario Matrix that helps establish viability
and prioritizes functionality based on

business value, organization readiness
and technical complexity.
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Prioritized Mobile App Portfolio
The Mobile App Portfolio catalogs the

most-optimal scenarios from our ideation
sessions, prioritizing app concepts and

individually ranking each feature by utilizing
projected ROI and technology constraints
to distinguish real business and customer
value from minutia.

Enterprise Mobile Roadmap
The Enterprise Mobile Roadmap provides
a detailed, phased approach to your

mobile strategy, noting critical elements
and prioritizing each by business value,
organizational readiness, and ease of

implementation while indicating short,
mid, and long-term steps to follow
moving forward.

Short And Long-Term
Recommendations
The Executive Readout highlights key
findings and objectives, recaps our

approach and deliverables, reviews

ideation-session findings, assesses the

client’s mobile maturity, provides a roadmap
overview and makes recommendations for
future-state and next steps.
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“You have truly improved the quality of life for our Field Leadership team.

You have provided them with a tool that makes their job easier, improves communication,
and lays the foundation to advance our team significantly farther and faster than ever
before in our history.”

Josh Jewett, CIO, Family Dollar.

Get on the road to
the right mobile
strategy.
Contact us today to quickly accelerate from ideation to action.

Thanks for reading our whitepaper.
And be sure to take advantage of this limited-time
offer for a FREE 30-minute Strategy Consultation.

Get yours now!

info@anexinet.com / 610 -239-8100 / 4 Sentry Parkway East, Blue Bell, PA 19422

www.anexinet.com

